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	The Marble Man

	We Polish, Repair and Seal All Stone Surfaces
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Bring your stone surfaces back to life!


  Email TODAY!



   Call NOW!  1300 627 626

For a FREE stone care evaluation


   Call NOW!  1300 627 626
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			MARBLE & STONE POLISHING
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			Are your marble and stone benchtops, floors, showers and furniture stained and dull?

The Marble Man specialises in polishing and honing marble, limestone, travertine, onyx and other natural stone surfaces.  We also restore Caesarstone, Essastone, Quantum Quartz, Silestone, Smartstone and HanStone. 

Our trained technicians understand stone.  They use processes perfected over many years to remove scratches, dull and dirty patches, stains and etching.

Professional polishing and honing will leave your stone benchtops, floors, showers, furniture and outdoor pavers looking like new. 

Read more….


		

	



	
		
			EMAIL OR CALL US NOW! 1300 627 626


		

	


STONE POLISHING GALLERY





	
		
			MARBLE & STONE REPAIRS
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			Are your marble and stone kitchen and bathroom tiles chipped, cracked and stained?

Using advanced stone repair technology The Marble Man can fill gaps, cracks and chips in all natural and engineered stone benchtops and tiles. We can also repair and reinforce separated joints.

Our technicians are experienced at colour matching the repair material to the stone surface to achieve the best result possible. We specialise in filling chips in caesarstone benchtops.

We can also restore stained stone benchtops, vanities, floors, walls, stairs and furniture which will extend the life of your stone so you can avoid replacement.

Read more….


		

	



	
		
			EMAIL OR CALL US NOW! 1300 627 626
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			MARBLE & STONE SEALING
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			Do your marble and stone benchtops, floors and showers need stain protection?

The Marble Man can seal stone surfaces to reduce staining.  We can also apply a protective film called Tuffskin to marble, limestone, travertine and onyx benchtops, vanities and tables to prevent staining and etching.

Choose a penetrating sealer to suit your desired result.  A standard penetrating sealer will not change the colour of the stone, an enhancing sealer will deepen the colour and a ‘wet look’ sealer will give the stone a shiny appearance.

Sealing all of your natural stone surfaces is recommended.

Read more…


		

	



	
		
			EMAIL OR CALL US NOW! 1300 627 626


		

	


STONE SEALING GALLERY





	
		
			MARBLE & STONE CLEANING
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			Are your outdoor pavers and pool surrounds looking stained, dirty and mouldy?

The Marble Man can hone your sandstone, limestone or travertine outdoor pavers to remove built up dirt and damage from constant exposure to sun, wind, rain, pollution and chemicals.

Professional honing of your outdoor stone pool surrounds, entertaining areas and driveways will dramatically enhance the look of your home or commercial premises.

Our technicians are highly skilled in outdoor stone restoration and use only the best products and equipment to bring your stone back to life.

Read more…
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			FAMILY OWNED BUSINESS

The Marble Man is a family owned business with over 30 years experience in restoring natural marble and stone, and engineered stone surfaces to their natural looking best. We are the largest, professional stone restoration company in Australia and have the capacity to restore any size project from residential homes to commercial buildings and Super Yachts.

PROFESSIONAL AND HIGHLY SKILLED TEAM

Our professional and highly skilled technicians use the latest technology, equipment and products to polish, repair, seal, and clean marble and stone floors, walls, benchtops, vanities, showers, furniture, pool surrounds and other surfaces.  We restore bathrooms, kitchens, living rooms, outdoor areas in apartments and homes, foyers, multiple rooms and function areas in hotels and multi-level commercial offices.

EXPERTISE GAINED OVER 30 YEARS

The Marble Man has the expertise, gained over 29 years, to revive your marble, granite, travertine, terrazzo, onyx, quartzite, limestone, sandstone and other natural stone surfaces, as well as engineered stones such as Caesarstone, Essastone, Quantum Quartz, Silestone, Smartstone and HanStone.

17 VEHICLES AND 25 TEAM MEMBERS

The Marble Man fleet of 17 vehicles and 23 team members services South East Queensland, NSW and ACT from the Sunshine Coast to Brisbane to Coolangatta on the Gold Coast, west to Toowoomba, south to Tweed Heads, Bryon Bay, Ballina, Sydney and Canberra. We will also travel on request depending on the scale of the project and have completed restorations as far as Papua New Guinea.

PROFESSIONAL 5 STAR CUSTOMER SERVICE

Our team strives to provide each and every customer with professional, 5 star service from enquiry to the completion of the job. We remain at the forefront of stone restoration in Australia because of our commitment to our customers and the industry.

RECOMMENDED STONE CARE PRODUCTS

For safe and effective maintenance we also offer a range of high quality, professional grade stone care products, to keep your stone looking and feeling like ‘NEW’.


		

	












	
		
			MASTER BUILDERS QLD MEMBER
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			HIA QLD MEMBER
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			TUFFSKIN APPROVED APPLICATOR
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			AQUAMIX APPROVED APPLICATOR
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			DRYTREAT APPROVED APPLICATOR
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						HEAD OFFICE
1/13 Supply Court,
Arundel QLD 4214

P O Box 5146,
Gold Coast MC QLD 9726

Brisbane/Gold Coast/
Sunshine Coast/
Toowoomba/Byron Bay/
Sydney/Canberra
1300 627 626

FacebookInstagramMail

SERVICES
			Polishing

Honing

Chip Repairs

Crack Repairs

Etch Repairs

Burn Mark Repairs

Acid Mark Repairs

Adjustments

Sealing

Cleaning

TuffSkin

Clearstone



		SURFACES
			Benchtops

Vanities

Floors

Walls

Showers

Bathrooms

Outdoor Pavers

Foyers

Reception Desks

Stairs

Furniture

Commercial and Domestic



		NATURAL STONES
			Marble

Granite

Travertine

Limestone

Onyx

Basalt

Quartzite

Sandstone

Slate

All Natural Stones



		ENGINEERED STONES
			Caesarstone

Essastone

Quantum Quartz

Silestone

Smartstone

HanStone

Terrazzo

All Engineered Stones



		GOOGLE REVIEWS
            
Kellie Swan

                        Jarni did a great job fixing the chips in our granite bench. Very efficient and friendly service!                    



Lloyd Wheatley

                        Jarni arrrived earlier than scheduled time extremely friendly and talked through exactly what he was doing the job was perfect and we couldn’t even see where the damage was thank you and would highly recommend.                    



Jaye Scanlon

                        Jarnie was amazing 🤩                    



Debbie Szkutenko

                        Fantastic and flexible service from the beginning. Communication with the team was always prompt and professional. Jani did a great job repairing the burn mark on our bench and the job came in under what we were quoted. Highly recommended!                    



Jennine Dodd

                        Excellent job. Wouldn’t know if there was a chip in our new stone benchtop if I hadn’t done it myself. Fast, efficient service by Jari and the team.                    



Angela Moore

                        I just had The Marble Man out to complete a resurface job on my bar area & to also apply Tuffskin to my kitchen island bench. It was easy to obtain a quote online and book in the job. The two technicians who attended to complete the job, Jarni for the resurfacing & Danny for the Tuffskin, were both prompt, extremely professional, knowledgeable, efficient and neat workers. We couldn't be happier with the final finish for both jobs and would highly recommend The Marble Man. Thanks again Danny & Jarni!                    



Sabine

                        I was very happy with my experience with The Marble Man. Peter, the technician was great. He arrived a little earlier than the appointment, explained everything very well and did a fabulous job fixing my stone kitchen top. Only those who know where the damage was might see it IF they look for it. Very happy with the results ( and I am a picky customer 😉).Overall I can certainly recommend The Marble Man and everyone I dealt with in this company. Thank you all for your work and expertise.                    



Ian Bieske





Ryan

                        Thanks to Danny and the team at The Marble Man for fixing my table.Edit: Yes, it looks brand new! I could not have asked for anything better and the service was top notch. Highly recommended to anyone in need of marble repairs.                    



Paul Henschke

                        Thanks Jarni for prompt and professional service. Benchtop looks great!                    



Karen Warat

                        Wow, the team at Marble Man are magicians. Absolutely thrilled with the results. My marble benchtops and travertine floor tiles look better than brand-new. Thank you, should’ve done this along time ago!                    



Rob Hanitio

                        My stress is OVER!!!I recently renovated the whole kitchen and ordered Grade 1 stone through Aussie Benchtop. However, when delivered, there's defect and they organised The Marble Man to come and repair it. I was so anxious of the "After" repair, would my benchtop be further damage? When Jonathan arrived (from The Marble Man), he assured me that he could fix the issue/defect and WILL NOT  impact the overall look. Yes, he is right, he did the job so marveously and in fact, it looks FAR better than when I received from Aussie Benchtop. I am so happy with how my benchtop looks now AND Jonathan (The Marble Man) really took care of it and did more than he needed to. He is very pleasant, listen and understand my needs and anxiety. He really delivered what I wanted so I will strongly recommend The Marble Man if you have any issues with your stone/marble/granite etc. My stress is OVER.Rob (Hilton Surfers Paradise)                    



Roman Krumins

                        The team at Marble Man does a great job.  The front office people are very helpful in getting your job quoted and then scheduled.  The guys doing the work are highly professional and do a terrific job.  Our marble bench top needed polishing after the wrong cleaning product was used on it.  the polishing job came up 100%. We decided this time to go with the Tuff Skin coating.  No regrets at all.  It looks great!                    



Charlotte Vacher

                        Jarni did a super job of our kitchen and ensuite bench top.  Very professional and pleased with the result. Highly recommend. Thanks Jarni and the Marble Man team.                    



Imelda Balladeo

                        Well done Jonathan. Thank you for an excellent job on my kitchen bench. I will definitely recommend you to my friends and family. And to the staffs of The Marble Man, very efficient- from quote to booking process a big thank you…                    



Dennis Morris

                        The Marble Man did an excellent job of our kitchen bench tops, repairing chips/scratches and giving it all a deep clean. Peter did the job in our case. He was a pleasure to deal with. We would highly recommend the Marble Man for any kitchen or other area stone bench tops.                    



Cameron Moodliar

                        Peter did a great job and took his time with attention to detail. Very impressed.                    



Wren Brier

                        Friendly, patient and professional. Did a great job on some scratches on our bathroom floor.                    



Miriam Here

                        Great service, great price! fantastic service and job done. Highly recommended.                    



Ross Duffy

                        Excellent result quality service all round.Trent brought our smartstone back to new condition and advised us how to maintain that standardRoss Tingalpa                    



Dennis McCarter

                        We were very impressed with the quality and the finish of our 'as new' Marble floor and bathroom. We were also impressed by the friendly and professional tradesmen Hayden who did most of the work and Jeff who came in for the last day. We can strongly recommend "The Marble Man'                    



Tony Humphrys

                        The office team were very easy and pleasant to deal wth and arranged the appointment for a convenient time. Joel, the technician, did a great job and explained everything very clearly.Great team to work with.                    



David Perry

                        I see these guys everywhere now I know why the high-level finish at an affordable rate.                    



Chris Morrison

                        The marble man were a pleasure to deal with from start to finish. Very helpful, quick to respond. They explained all processes and costs up front. Peter who visited the site was punctual, explained all options and was very tidy. Very friendly and helpful too! The work was completed much faster than anticipated and I was charged accordingly. Great job from the marble man!                    



Nicole Whale

                        my experience with the Marble Man has been nothing but great from first contact to completion of job, we had Rowland out to fix a crack in our bench top and he was great, friendly and very professional he has done a great job.I loved the fact that he had asked me if I had any questions at all and was able to answer them, he definitely put my mind at ease that the bench will not crack any further.A+++ this company is awesome and I would highly recommend.                    



Francis Youroz

                        100% satisfy the outcome 👍👍👍                    



Maureen Meehan

                        This is definitely a five star company.From our initial contact with your office to the finished job, everything was so positive and the staff I spoke to were wonderfully polite and helpful.  Luke was even able to organise an earlier day for our bench to be fixed than was originally scheduled.  The technician who came to complete the job was polite, efficient and professional.  He did such a great job that we can't even see where the chip was.We would certainly highly recommend The Marble Man without hesitation.Thank you and your team so very much.                    



David Edington





Caroline T

                        The Marble Man gets service! Interacting with the team was easy, efficient and professional. The job was scheduled quickly and flexibly. The technician, Peter, was punctual, highly-skilled and polite. I can't fault any aspect of our dealings with The Marble Man; it is an impressive, service-driven business model. I would not hesitate in recommending The Marble Man to others, likewise engaging The Marble Man again in future if the need arose.                    



Carollyn Naumowicz

                        Well I would have to say a hugh thank you to the Marble Man company from the very 1st phone call to today dealing with Jonathan.  Jonathan arrived early but waited in the car until his booked time.. and the communicated with me while completing the work on my benchtop was very professional and informative. I would highly recommend Marble Man to anyone that needs any repairs completed.  Thank So Much for amazing job ❤️❤️                    



Jano Dawes

                        Great company to work with… friendly, respectful, fast and efficient                    



Chrissie Buchanan

                        We had all the marble in 3 bathrooms restored beautifully. It was a big job not having been touched for 15 years. The staff at The Marble Man were incredibly efficient, competent & a pleasure to deal with in the office & on site. We were away at the time & I trusted them totally as they do a lot of work in our Tennyson complex & have a very good reputation. Chrissie Buchanan                    



Rob Martini





Jamie Mahon

                        Jarni from the Marble Man was very efficient and did an amazing job to repair our bench. Jarni was friendly and enthusiastic to repair the job.I honestly had serious doubts we would be able to repair the multiple chips to our new stone. Great job Jarni, you’re a magician!                    



Kay Tydeman

                        Stunning craftsmanship - the technician Jarni  did an amazing job!                    



Danielle Collins

                        Highly recommend The Marble Man. Jarni did a fantastic job repairing chips in our stone kitchen bench top and stone bathroom basin. Would never know there was ever a chip. Fantastic job! Thank you!                    



Liz Ham

                        Great business to work with, from organising the repairs to the wonderful job done and followup.  Thank you.                    



Fay Kairn

                        The marble benchtops in my bathroom were matt and had stains on them in the shapes of various bottles. I had them cleaned and then sealed in gloss.  They look all shiny and new with not a mark in sight. Even the colour looks lighter. I am extremely pleased with the result.                    



Nikke Carlyon

                        Fantastic service from the Marble Man - Jarni was professional, friendly and knowledgeable. I am thrilled with the results and would definitely recommend and use them again                    



Jessica Cummiskey

                        Not only was the quality of work excellent, Peter Ceglarz got on with the job while my family and I were in crazy morning mode getting ready for school drop off. Really friendly, responsive quality service!                    



paul york

                        Amazing result. Smart stone bench like new again. Great service by Peter. Thank you.                    



DON MURRAY

                        We had considered the need to replace the marble tops in two bathrooms as they were pitted looking worn. Apart from Hayden’s cheery and informative attitude, his workmanship restored the vanity tops to brand new condition. We are astounded at the result ! The Marble Man should change their name to The Marvel Man.                    



Juliette Wright

                        The Marble Man team are exceptional. From the quote and thorough explanation of options from Steve, to installation of the Tuff stuff from Danny and the crew - they are 100% top quality.  Thanks so much. My kitchen now looks a million times better.                    



Robert Kasch

                        Jarni was great.                    



Matt McNeice

                        Fantastic work by John from Sunshine Coast.  He took my 15yo marble floor tiles in 3 bathrooms and the kitchen back to looking like brand new.  Even the shower area which was practically black is now back to original colour. All done very professionally and with minimum disruption.  This has very muschexveeded my expectations.   Thanks !                    



Tim Connell

                        Even thought I wasn't able to use them for Caesarstone, they directed me to someone that could. I feel that it shows a high level of professionalism and integrity.                    



Neil Phillips

                        All work was done perfectly and the technicians were totally respectful to us and our property.                    



Ian McFarlane

                        We were so happy with the results on our stone kitchen benchtop that we booked in for repairs to our vanities. Again excellent results, very professional, on-time. Thanks Jarni and Peter for your work.                    



Michele Vanderzant

                        Work was carried out professionally with an excellent end result. Crack which had been in bench has practically disappeared. Very happy with result-would recommend.                    
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